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The project LABOR OPUS ARS was to examine historical ideas and concepts of work in the late 
medieval period. The research focused on: the development of the notion of work and its meaning in 
the medieval language; interconnection between the historical evolution of views on work and the 
economic and social changes; inter-civilisation differences in the ideas of work; influence of ethical 
appreciation of work on the economic analysis. 

The studies of the primary and secondary sources led to the choice of several texts, which 
were explored and analysed in accordance with the methodology of the project (semantic method 
underscored in the proposal). The first part comes from the 13th century and includes: the relevant 
fragments of the Summa de paenitentia by RAYMOND OF PENYAFORT, Summa Halensis and the 
relevant chapters of Casus conscientiae by CHIARO OF FLORENCE (available only in themanuscripts). 
The second part concerns late medieval texts of Central European authors and includes the following 
treatises: De contractibus by MATTHEW OF CRACOW, De vita contemplativa etactiva by HENRY 

BITTERFELD OF BRZEG, and De sanctificatione praecipue circa opera molendini by JACOB OF 

PARADIES. In the course of the research the scans from the manuscripts of Cracow, Erfurt, Florence, 
Kiel, Pelplin, Prague, Vienna, and Wroclaw were used. The Researcher conducted the personal 
scrutiny in the manuscript libraries of Cracow, Vienna, and Wroclaw. The results of the project 
include first of all the analysis of the texts mentioned above, including the text by Chiaro of Florence 
accessible only in manuscripts. 

In the mediaeval culture the notion of work was associated with satisfying earthly needs of 
people and communities. It was distinct from evangelising, understood as work in metaphorical sense. 
Moreover, there was a distinction between worthy (negotia licita and unworthy work (negotia illicita). 
Decent work encompassed two basic categories: manual work (1) referring to all crafts and 
organisational work (2) connected with court cases, business enterprises and all sorts of 
administration. The tendency to overcome the ancient juxtaposition of the Greek origin between 
OTIUM and NEGOTIUM - where negotium was understood as earning money and otium as the liberty 
occupations allowing intellectual and political activity - has the great importance. In the 13th century, 
the notion of craft (ARS) acquired a broad sense, including also passing down knowledge, which in 
traditional early-medieval perspective was set apart from the category of paid work and understood as 
sharing God's gift with the others. The key argument in support of rewarding financially passing 
knowledge and organisational work of a merchant was in both cases the work (LABOR). 

The notion of work was primarily discussed in the context of monastic life and it was later 
applied to other areas of social life as well. Simultaneously it was also present in the economic 
context: the work of merchant/entrepreneur was considered as one of the crucial ethical justifications 
of gain ('lucrum'). The late mediaeval idea of work consisted in the synthesis between the monastic 
idea of work obligation and social economic terms. The work was said to provide prevention against 
evil and participation in creating the common wealth (linked to the notion of common good - 'bonum 
commune'). Whereas the individualistic 'work ethics' described in the Weberian model did not exist in 
the studied epoch. In the framework of the project the notions essentially associated with work – as 
work payment (PRAECIUM laboris), work dignity (NOBILITAS laboris) and time of work and rest - 
were analyzed, too. The research performed leads to replacing the thesis of non-existence of mediaeval 
work ethics (formulated in handbooks) by the thesis of particular character of mediaeval work ethics, 
essentially different from the modern individualistic perspective. 
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